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Of what courts take judicial notice.—There are cer
§351.
tain facts Which, by reason of their nature, the courts are
Courts are
assumed to know, and such need not be proven.
They
bound to take notice judicially of what the law is.
will take notice not only of the printed statute books, but also

of the journals of the legislature, in order to determine whether
all the constitutional requisites to the validity of the statutes
have been complied with in their enactment. No plea is nec
essary to bring to the notice of the court facts which the judges
must judicially know, and in respect to which no proof could
They will take judicial notice of the public stat
be given!
utes, and disregard all allegations in pleadings which are in
consistent with them.“
Mich.,
Mahanny,
4—People
13
v.
Callaghan v. Chipman, 59 Mich.,
610; 26 N. W., 806: Atty. Genl. v. Rice,
64 Mich.. 385: 31 N. W., 203; see,
ilanck's Case, 70 Mlch., 396: 38 N. W.,
But not of foreign law: Phelps
269.
v. American S. & L. Assn., 121 Mich..
344: 80 N. W., 120. But courts cannot
take judicial notice of the by-laws of a
Such by-laws must be
corporation.
Portage Lake M.
averred and proved:
8: B. B. Society v. Phillips, 36 Mich.,
481.

22.

5—l‘eopie

Erie By.

Co.,

River
v. Raisin
12 Mich.. 389;

&

Lnke

v. Brittain, 2 Doug., -Mlcb., 191: see.
also, Groesbeck v. Seeley,
13 Mich.,
329, 340.
But our_courts cannot know
judicially what are the provisions ot
the statutes of a foreign country:
G.
W. R. Co. v. Miller, 19 Mich., 314. Nor
Phelps
of the laws oi! a sister state:
Sav., etc.,
v. American
121
Assn..
Mich., 343; 80 N. W., 120: Chapman
v. Colby, 47 Mich., 46; 10 N. W., 74.
The courts will take judicial notice
of the law under which a contract may
be made with the state. but not that
such a contract has in tact been made:
Houghton Co. v. Commissioners, etc.,

llurlburt
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of the political divisions of the
state generally, and of the division of the state by govern
ment survey into townships numbered in ranges.“ And that
the state, counties and towtnships are separate political organi
zations and corporations.’
And of the relative positions of the
towns and counties, but not of their precise boundaries, further
than they may be described in public statutes.8
But they will
take notice that parts of the rivers and lakes surrounding the
be taken

state are beyond its boundaries.” Judicial notice will also be
taken of acts organizing the several townships.1° A court will
also take notice of its own ofﬁcers, but not of the oﬁicers of
another court."
23 Mich., 272.
Courts are bound to
laws of
take judicial notice of the
nature and of the human mind, at
least such of them as are obvious to

the common apprehension of mankind,
as well as the more obvious dictates of
common sense, and principles of human
action. which are assumed as truths
in any process
of reasoning by the
These constitute
mass of sans minds.
ti part of the law of the land, and

courts are bound judicially to know
and apply them:
Lake Shore Ry. Co.
v. Miller, 25 Mich., 274.
Foreign
courts
Lau~.—\\'hile
our
cannot assume to know what any for
eign law is. there is no principle which
will justify them in holding anything
void under a foreign law which is
here,
until
the
variance is
lawful
shown. To that extent our courts may
conformity
between
our
a
presume
And in order
laws and foreign laws.
to sustain the presumptive validity of
our courts, in
foreign transactions,
the absence of proof to the contrary.
hold them valid when conforming to
thacommon law. But we can make no
valid
presumption
that a contract
under our law is not valid elsewhere:
Worthington v. Hanna. 23 Mich., 534;
see, O'Rourke v. O'Rourke, 43 Mich.,
58: 4 N. W., 531.
But the courts of this state will
take judicial
notice that the supreme
court of Massachusetts is a court of
Harrison,
22
Shotwell
V.
record:
So, judicial notice willbe
Mich., 410.
taken that county clerks in the state
of New York are clerks of the supreme
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court of that state, and that that
court is a court of record:
Morse v.
iiewett. 28 Mich., 481.
6—Wrlght v. Dunham, 13 Mich.,
414; People v. Maynard, 15 Mich.,
-163;
Dexter v. Cranston, 41 Mich.,
448: 2 N. W., 674; People v. Telford,
56 Mich., 541; 23 N. W., 213; People
v. Waller, 70 Mich.. 237; 38 N. W.,
261.
But not the location of objects
with reference
to the boundaries oi!
political
such
divisions:
Pine Saw
Log Co. v. Sias, 43 Mich., 356; 5 N.
W., 414; Schaale v. Wosey, 70 Mich.,
414; 38 N. W., 317; Cicotte v. An
ciaux. 53 Mich., 227, 18 N. W., 793.
7—'i‘own of Lagrange v. Chapman,
11 Mich., 499.
8-1 Green]. Ev., 5 6.
9—Cummings v. Stone, 13 Mich., 70.
10—Ives v. Kimball. 1 Mich.. 308.
11—!\’orvell v. Mcﬂenry,
1 Mich.,
227,
233.
And a tax collector is
bound to take notice of a general
corporations
statute
which exempts
Leroy
from any except speciﬁc taxes:
v East Saginaw City Ry. Co.. 18
Mich., 233. A court will take judicial
notice of the signatures of its officers
and attorneys in proceedings pending
in court.
But they cannot take judi
cial notice of the genulneness
of signa
tures ot private persons and parties
appended
to acknowledgments of ser
vice of process:
Johnson v. Delbrldge,
35 Mich., 436.
The deputy auditor general being an
oﬂicer known to the law, judicial no
tice will be taken of him. and of his
oﬂlcial acts, and that a certiﬁcate pur
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A judge ’s

personal knowledge of facts will not dispense with
proof of them, where such proof would be otherwise required."
GENERAL RULES-——WHAT

TO BE PROVED.

What evidence is and object of.--Evidence is the
§352.
means by which any alleged fact is established or disproved."
It is that which ascertains the truth of the fact or point in
issue.“ In all testimony, the object of the law is to enable
the court or

jury to know all that the witness knows, which is

pertinent to the issue; and every rulc of evidence is designed
to secure this end." “A jury should be allowed to have placed
before them all the means of knowledge which can be had;

without involving the danger of leading them to form con
clusions not based on solid truth, and not reliable as reason
ably

certain.’

’1°

porting

to be made by him, was so
and is of the same force as if
made by the auditor general himself:
People v. John, 22 Mich., 461. A court
will not take judicial notice on de
murrer. of the identity of attorney and
complainant of the same name: Belden
v. Biackman, 118 Mich., 445, 76 N. W.,
made,

979.

12--Kermott

see, Clark

v. Ayer, 11 Mich., 183:
v. Babcock. 23 Mlcb., 164.

Courtwvill

take judicial notice of
general duties and character of
professional empioyments in those oc
cupatlons which are classed as profes
sion by popular usage or law: Pennock
v. Fuller. 41 Mich., 153; 2 N. W., 176.
Judicial notice must be taken of the
ordinary rules and necessities of bank
ing business:
American National Bank
v Bushey, 45 Mich.. 135; 7 N. W.,
Courts will take notice of the
725.
methods of conducting and carrying on
business at the present day; and ap
plying well settled principles of the
common
law, will enforce new classes
of agreements arising therefrom, unless
they violate some rule of public policy:
Gregory v. Wendell, 39 Mich., 337;
see, Cameron v. Biackman, 39 Mich.,
the

108.

The courts will also take judicial
notice of the meaning of current
phrases which everybody else under
Baiiey v. Kalamazoo Publish
stands:

344

Mich., 251.
So of the
Dages
abbreviations:
v.
Brake. 125 Mic-h., 64; 83 N. W., 1034.
Ne{;ligencc.—Courts
will take ju
dicial notice that no care is not due
or reasonable care; and that, when no
care has been used in approaching a
known or threatened danger, and no
lffort has been made to ascertain or
..".oid it, that reasonable care has not
been exercised,
and that the party has
been guilty of negligence:
Lake Shore
& M. S. Ry. Co. v. Miller,
25 Mich.,
ing Co.,
common

40

274, 294.
13——1 Greoni. Ev., 5 1.
14-3 Bla. Com., 367.

15—Beaubien
490.
. 16-Evans

v.

Cicotte,

12

Mic‘h.,

v, People, 12 Mich.. 36.
The proper test for the admissibility of
evidence ought to be, whether it has a
tendency to affect belle: in the mind
of a reasonably cautious person. who
should receive and weigh it with ju
dicial fairness:
Stewart v. People, 23
Micb., 75.
But everything tending to inﬂuence a
jury, if inadmissible in evidence. should
be kept from the knowledge of the jury.
All incompetent testimony should be
excluded. Its admission will be cause
for reversal of the judgment. This rule
could be but light protection if coun
sel were permitted, by way of oiferlmz
the incompetent testimony. to make a
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Must be relevant to the issue.—A primary rule in the
of evidence
that the evidence offered must cor
respond with the allegations, and be conﬁned to the point in
issue.
This rule supposes the allegations to be material and
is,

§ 353.

production

The
necessary.
Surplusagc, therefore, need not be proved.
term, surplusage, comprehends whatever may be stricken from
the record, without destroying the plaintiif’s right of action."
It is not necessary, however, that the evidence should bear

if

is

it is

a

if

is

is

it it

it it

a

it

directly upon the issue. It
admissible
tends to prove
the issue, or constitutes
link in the chain of proof; although,
might not justify
verdict in accordance with it.“
alone,
seems that testimony should not always be excluded
And,
because its relevancy to the issue
not apparent at the time
the party offering
oifered,
willaindertake to connect
with the issue by further evidence to be introduced in the
course of the trial. But, unless the offer
coupled with such

is

is

if

undertaking, the testimony should not be received, and not
likely to be seriously
then
its introduction out of its order
prejudicial, nor when from the circumstances there
any

if

real question about the ability of the party to produce the
evidence essential to the admission of that offered. And,

this
Rhodes,

or to state

does

argument or otherwise.
Where the
oiier would tend to prejudice the jury.
it in writing.
the articles or evidence.
should be presented to the court and
counsel for examination, without stat
ing the purport or substance of it:
Scripps v. Reilly, 38 Mich., 15, 16.
5

51.
17--1 Greenleafs Ev..
18—State v. i\icAlister, 24 Me., 139.
All evidence is required to be pertinent.
to the issue, and must either hear di
rectly upon it, or form a link in a
chain of facts which may authorize a
jury to infer it.
In determining the
admissibility of any evidence, it must
When a
he decided by this tendency.
witness is asked a question, the imme
diate inquiry is, what part of the issue

tend
to prove?
Mich., 402.

Niles

v.

Evidence which tends to prove any
part ot the issue is admissible, even
though standing alone
does not go
far enough to make out
cause of
action or defense.
No single item of
evidence
can be rejected on the’ sole
ground that it tails short of making
It it contributes to that end
case.
must be received, and its suiiiciency in
connection with
the other evidence
must be determined on a review of the
whole when the case is closed: Collins
v. Beecher,
45 Mich., 436-8:
N. W..
97.
But nil evidence should have some
legitimate tendency to establish or dis
prove the fact in controversy.
and
whatever has no such tendency should
be rejected:
Stroh v. Hinchman, 37
Mich., 497.
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it a

to the jury,

fully to the jury in their

8

same

7

the

jury when

it

statement of

it

the trial, the evidence should be excluded from the

a

it

is

the proper testimony to connect-such evidence with the issue,
relevant,
and to make
noﬁintroduced before the close of

\
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them."

The relevancy of evidence depends
upon the issue to be tried ;2° and in determining the admissi
bility of evidence, it is indispensable to consider the object
the case is given to

for which it is introduced, and the point intended to

be estab

lished by it; and though evidence offered may have a ten
dency to prove a fact inadmissible or irrelevant under the
issue, it cannot be excluded for that reason, if its tendency be
also to prove a fact which is within the issue, or has been made
by the courseof the examination.“
This rule excludes all evidence of collateral facts, or those
which do not afford any reasonable presumption or inference

relevant

as to the principal fact or matter in dispute; and the reason is,
that such evidence tends to draw away the minds of the jurors
from the point in issue, and to prejudice and mislead them.“
But attendant circumstances, so far as they show the nature
of the transaction, and give character to the principal fact in
question, and tend to raise a presumption of the truth of the

matters alleged in the issue, are relevant, and may be proved.
49; 24 N. W., 672; Devereuux v.
19—Diilin v. People, 8 Mich., 369:
Phillips‘ Estate, 97 Mich., 104; 56 N.
People v. Pitcher, 15 Mich., 399. 406.
W., 228.
To make a question, apparently irrele
When evidenqe is otiered in
vant, proper to be put as a link in the
proper
its
order
it
is
not
in
evidence,
the discretion of the court to reject it:
of
it
must
be accom
chain
panied by a proposition to follow it up
Brown v. People, 17 Mich., 429.
The
at the proper time by proof of other
rule is somewhat more strict in crimi
facts, which, it true, would make the
nal cases: People v, Hall, 48 Mich.,
482; 12 N. W., 665; People v. Millard,
operative:
question put legitimately
Wyngert v. Norton, 4 Mich., 286-9: see 53 .\ii<-h.. 63; 18 N. W., 562.
But it
also, Shaw v. Davis, 7 Mich., 318, 321.
is no error to admit testimony which
If the evidence is objected to, the court was irrelevant at the time ot its ad
may require the counsel oifering it to mission. if it is afterwards made rele
show how it will become material, by vant and pertinent by other testimony
stating what other facts are proposed
subsequently introduced: Black v. Cam
to be proved in connection with the
den & Amboy Ry. 8: T. Co., 45 Barb.,
oifered evidence; and unless. when so
40.
required, he does show how the evi
20—White v. Bailey, 10 Mich., 155.
dence is material, it may be properly
21—I‘eopie v. Doyle, 21 Mich., 221;
rejected: Roy v. Targee, 7 Wend., 359:
Dalton v. Dregge, 99 Mich., 250: 58
People v. Millard, 53 Mich., 63; 18 N.
N. W., 57: Cook v. Perry, 43 Mich.,
W., 562; Roberts v. Pepple, 55 Mich.,
623: 5 N. W., 1054.
0n_ the other
367; 21 N. W., 319; lloltman v. Har ‘hand an omnibus proposition involving
rington, 44 Mich., 183; 6 N. W.. 225:
competent and incompetent matter is
The order of proof is within the dis
Angeli v. Loomis,
properly rejected:
cretion of the trial court which is not
97 Mich., 5: 55 N. W., 1008.
subject to review except for abuse:
22-1 Green], Ev., 5 52. It is the
360;
Dubois v. Campau, 2-1 Mich.,
duty of the court to exclude with care
any irrelevant testimony:
Hntchins v. Kimmel, 31 Mich., 126:
Strange v.
Brown v. Marshall. 47 .\iich.. 576: 11
People. 24 Mich., 9.
N. W., 392: Fells v. l"i'irl\our. 59 .\Iich..

I
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Facts do not occur singly, but always in connection with others.
Every transaction owes its occurrence to some preceding cir
cumstance, and in its turn becomes the cause of others. These
surrounding circumstances, when so connected with the fact
under investigation as to affect and explain its character, con
stituate parts of the res gestac, and are essential to be known in
order to a right understanding of its nature, and may always
be shown to the jury along with the principal fact.“
And in any ease where a witness has testiﬁed to a fact or
transaction which, standing alone and entirely unconnected
with anything which led to or brought it about, would appear
in any degree unnatural or improbable in itself, without refer
ence to the facts preceding and inducing the principal trans
action, and which, if proved, would render it more natural and
probable, such previous facts are not only admissible, but they
23~—i‘eople v. Jeuness, 5 Mich., 324.
Thus, in cases where fraud is the sub
ject of the investigation,
the state
ments of the parties charged with it
are permissible in evidence, if made be
fore or at the time of the commission
oi the alleged fraudulent act.
Other
wise,
in a great majority
of cases,
fraud as a fact could not be shown.
Such statements are admissible to show
the
intent and purpose of the act:
Wyckoif v. Carr, 8 Mich., 47; and see,
8 .\iich.. 55, 61.
And where an assign
ment
was attacked as fraudulent. it
was held,
that the acts and declara
tions of the assignor, his circumstances
and situation, the terms and provisions
of the instrument, and any and all
which convince the
means of evidence
mind of the existence of a fraudulent
intent, were relevant.
And even the
subsequent
acts and declarations of the
parties to a transaction, are admissible
for the purpose of showing its fraudu
lent character:
Baldwin v. Buckland.
11 Mich., 389.
But statements made
by a party subsequent to a transaction.
as to his motives and intentions, are
not receivable in evidence to uifect the
right of others.
It is only the inten
tion declared at the time which, as a
part of the res qeetae, can hind or af
fect others: Dawson v. Hall. 2 Mich.,
390.
In personal "injury case it is
competent
to show the entire surround
ings of the place where the injury Was
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Le Beau v. Telephone & T.
302; 67 N. W., 339.
Where plaintii! was injured by a ham
mer he was using, what was said im
mediately utter the injury, about the
hammer or about the work, by a tel
iow workman to whom the hammer
belonged
was not part of the res ges
iac: Dompier v. Lewis, 131 Mlch., 144;
91 N. W., 152.
Evidence that defen
dant on leaving the house with the
money
stated that he was going to
pay his mother, was not
res gcstae
upon the question of payment:
Schulz
v. Schulz. 113 l\iich., 502; 71 N. W.,
854.
In an action for wrongful dis
charge plaintiﬂ’s
letter in answer to
the letter ot discharge contradicting
charges of misconduct and inquiring as
to scope of the discharge in res gcstae:
Schaub
v.
Welded-Barrel
125
Co..
Mich.. 591: 84 N. W., 1095.
What is
spoken concerning the transaction not
at the time or immediately after is
not admissible: Edwards v. Foote, 129
Mlch., 121; 88 N. W., 404.
Other
cases involving the question of res ges
Mich.,
tae are Rutter v. Collins,
96
510: 56 N. W., 93: People v. iiughes.
116 Mich.. 80: 74 N. W., 309; Havi
land v. Chase. 116 Mich., 214; 74 N.
W., 477: Holman v. Union St. Ry. Co.,
114 Mich., 208; 72 N. W., 202; Webber
v. Hayes, 117 Mich., 256: 75 N. W.,
622: People v. McArron, 121 Mich., 1;
79 N. W., 944.
received:
C. Co.,

109 Mich.,

or
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constitute a necessary part of the principal transaction, a link
in the chain of testimony without which it would be impos
sible for the jury properly to appreciate the testimony in refer

And such previous facts
by the examination of the party
producing the witness. Any other rule in such a case, or to
permit the evidence of an isolated transaction, which could
only be made to appear probable by exhibiting the antecedent
ence to such

principal transaction.

should therefore

be elicited

it,

and yet to exclude all those antecedent
facts which induced
would
be
unfair
to the witness, and tend to suppress
facts,
rather than elicit the truth.“
is

a

is

a

Evidence to impeach the character of
witness called by the
evidence to sustain the
always relevant; so
opposite party
witness thus attacked, and on cross-examination
character of
the opposite
hostility.”-"
twb defend

it

is

hostile to
may be shown that the witness
party, and has made statements indicating such
Evidence may be admissible as against one of
ants, but not against the other; in such case

vant to the issue cannot be excluded

ferred to by counsel in opening the

because

it

is

it
it is

it

must be re
to be limited in its effect to the defendant,
ceived, but
admissible.“ Evidence clearly irrelevant
against whom
may be excluded by the court on its own motion, even where
neither party makes any objection to it.” But evidence rele
was not re

case or defense.”

is

a

is,

§354. The substance of the issue only need be proved.-A
second rule
that the substance only of the issue n_eed be
If a party prove that, he has proved substantial
proved.
entitled to his remedy. He will not be
ground of action, and
required to prove immaterial averments. The principle is, that
all the material facts alleged in the declaration, which are put
in issue, must be established by legal proof.”

Mic-h.,

v.

Corning.
Robbins, 24

Y.,
Wend.,
N.

05 .

1

41.

348

;

5

28 —Nearing v. Bell,
Hill. 291 see,
Sawyer v. Chambers, 44 Barb., 42;
Sawyer v. ('hambers. 43 Ibld., 622.
2i)—i"hiliips on Ev.,
Am. ed., 824.
it is suﬂieient it the proofs correspond
with and support the allegations as to
those facts and circumstances which
4

8

5

34

v.

6

27—Corning
97; Stockholm

6 5

24—Peopie v. Jenness,
Mich., 305.’
25-—Newton v. Harris,
N. Y., 345;
Denio, 108.
Starks v. People,
Barb., 355;
26—i<‘ox
v.
Stone,
Black v. Foster, 28 lMll.. 887.
So.
evidence
which is admissible for one
purpose cannot be rejected because it
cannot be used for another: John Han
Life Ins. Co. v. Moore.
cock Mutual

CH.
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is

is,

But there is a diiference between allegations of matter of
alle
substance, and allegations of matter of description, that
essential to
gations descriptive of the identity of that which

it

is

it

is

a

if

is

if

the former
sufficient
support the claim or charge made. It
be substantially
latter
must
be
proved; but the
proved with
the allegation be that the
strictness and precision.
Thus,
defendant made
promissory note on a certain day, the sub
stance of the allegation
the making of the note, and the time
when
was made
0n the
immaterial, and proof of making

is

it

a

a

it

a.

a

is

is

a

it

is

if

not necessary; but
precise day mentioned
alleged that
certain day mentioned,
the note was made, bearing date on
then the allegation as to the date
descriptive of the note, and
essential to its identity, and must be strictly proved.“
A material averment
one that sets forth facts or circum
right of
stances which are necessary in point of law to give
If an averment can be stricken
action or to sustain
defense.
out without taking away the allegation of any fact necessary to
need not be proved.
Thus, where
sustain the action,
declaration alleged
warranty of soundness and breach, and
further stated that the defendant knew of the unsoundness at
was held that proof of the
the time of making the warranty,
warranty and of the uusoundness was suﬁicient to maintain the
action; for if the whole averment as to defendant’s knowledge
were stricken out, the declaration would still be sufﬁcient to
to recover upon the breach of the warranty
entitle the plaintiff

2

2

proving them; for the court must give
judgment according to the allegations
and proofs:
Field v. The Mayor, etc..
Selden.
179: Kelsey v. Western,
506; New York Central Ins.
Comst.,
Co. v. National Protection Ins. Co., 20
A cause of action must
Barb.. 473.
be as fully proved in a justiee’s court
A court has no right
as in any other.
to assume a fact without evidence le
gally tending to prove it, or to dispense
with the proof of any distinctive condi
Cicotte
tion aﬂixed to an agreement:
.\lich., 424.
In suits
ct r1l., v. Morse,
the
hy service of process.
commenced
defendant's oral admission, on the trial
8

i

¢

L},-—
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a

before the justice, of plaintlifs cause
of action, will authorize
judgment
against him: (‘rouse v. Ilerhyshire, 10
Mich., 479.
But if the defendant does
not appear, the piuintiif
must prove
his cause of action in the same manner
as if the defendant had appeared: Gil
bert v. Hanford, 13 Mich., -if).
30-—1 Greenl. Ev., Q5 56, 61; Har
rington v. Worden,
Mich., 489: Loth
rop v. Southworth,
Mich., 436.
But
a. variance
between
the
declaration
and the proof in the date of a written
instrument should he disregarded at the
trial when the instrument is other
wise sufficiently described in the dec
laration, so that the defendant cannot
be mislead or surprised
by the evi
dence: Ibid.
5 1

4

are. in point of law, essential to the
Stark Ev., 1526.
charge
or claim:
But facts proved, but not pleaded, are
not in general of any avail to the party

1
I

or
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So, in tort, for removing earth from plaintiff ’s land,
whereby the foundations of his house were injured, the allega
tion of bad intent in the defendant is not necessary to be
proved, for the cause of action is perfect, independent of the

proved."

intention.“

In

proving the substance of the issue, the allegations of time,
place, quantity, quality, and value, when not descriptive of the
identity of the subject of the action, will, in general, be found
and need not be strictly proved as laid. Thus, in
trespass to the person, the material fact is the assault and bat
tery; the time and place where committed not being material
immaterial,

unless made so by the nature of the defense, and the manner of
So, in assumpsit, an allegation that a bill of ex
pleading.
change was made on a certain day is not descriptive, and there
fore strict proof, according to the precise day laid, is not
necessary.
So, also, in trespass, proof of cutting the precise
of
number
trees alleged to have been cut, or the precise value

of the goods taken in trespass or trover, is not necessary.”
N‘or is it always necessary that the proofs should go to the
same extent as the allegations in the declaration, provided they
show a complete right of action to the extent to which they
go. Thus, in assumpsit for debt on simple contract, the plain

tiff may prove and recover a less sum than

he alleges to be
is general, for goods sold,
work done, money paid, etc., and in all cases in which a general
form of declaring is good, the plaintiff may prove and recover
a part only of his declaration or count, either in kind, quality

and where

due;

the declaration

And in actions of tort, the general rule is, that
if part only of the allegations stated in
the declaration be proved, provided what is proved aﬂ’ords a
ground for maintaining the action, supposing it to have been
correctly stated and proved; that
enough
the same
ground of action
as
laid
in
the
declaration, al
proved
though not to the extent there stated. But where the plaintiff
declares specially upon a contract, the rule
diiferent. For
or value.“

if

is

is

is

is

it

be sufficient

is,

it will

92.
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Q

33—Greenl. Ev.,
61.
34—2 Cow. Treat.. 2d ed.. 917. 923:
H. Bla., 249.
McQulIlin v. Cox,
1

9

2

2

East,
31—Williamson
v. Allison,
446;
Cow. Treat, 2d ed., 918; and
Conn., 292.
see. Twiss v. Baldwin,
32—l"attou v. Holland, 17 Johns.,
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unless the whole contract is proved, as stated in the declara
tion, the evidence will show a different contract and ground
of action from that alleged, and the plaintiff will not be en

titled to recover."

Variance.-It being necessary

§ 355.

to prove the substance
is,
a

of the issue, any departure from the substance in the evidence
will be fatal, constituting what is called a -variance; that

a

is

if

a

is

is

disagreement between the allegations and the proof, in some
essential in order to maintain
matter which in point of law
defense.“
or
to
sustain
the
action,
the
brought upon
Where the action
contract, the contract
ought to be stated correctly, and proved_ as stated; and
any
materially
from that stated
part of the contractproved varies
in the pleadings, the action must fail on account of the vari
entire and indivisible.
contract
It will not, how
ance, for
ever, be necessary for the plaintiﬁ
parts of the contract, which consists
provisions, but only so much of the
entire considerationfor the act, and

to state all the several
of distinct and collateral

&

1

351

a

a

a

4

a

a

5

1

it

4

36—Stephen on Pleading, 107, 108.
37—1 Phil. on Ev.,
Am. ed., 845,
851.
Rut
is sufticlent. in general, if
agree.
the contract given in evidence
in substance
and legal eﬂect, with that
stated in the declaration: and though
the proof disclose circumstances and
provisions beyond
what is contained
in the declaration. the variance will
provided the matter
not he regarded.
omitted do not quality or alter in any
respect those which are alleged as the
lbid.,
foundation of the action:
Com, Hill and Edwards’ note, p. 846:
Pick., 232,
and see, Alvord v. Smith,
235: Henry v. Cleiland, 14 Johns. 400.
But the legal eiicct and identity of the
contract must always be kept in view,
and any variance in this respect, as to
the promise or undertaking upon which
the action is based or the consideration
thereof, will be fatal:
C. H.
Ed
wards’ notes. 848: see, Underwood v.
Thus, an al
Wsidron, 12 Mich., 73.

legation of
promise to pay absolutely
on the death of A. cannot be sustained
promise to pay at that
by proof of
time if A. should leave the promisor
sutilcient funds to pay with: Roberts
Burr., 325.
So, a declara
v. Peake,
tion on
sealed bond will not permit
evidence
of one without seal, and an
amendment would be necessary to avoid
the eﬂect of the variance:
McCormick
v. Bay City, 23 Mich., 457.
And a
proviso or
declaration on
note with
-condition, should set forth the condi
tion or the variance will be fatal:
Pick., 83.
Whitaker v. Smith,
A
declaration or notice alleging a joint
contract with two. will not, in general,
be supported by proof of
contract
with one alone, but where the declara
promissory note made
tion was upon
by two, and the notice of defense was
that the note was given for the price
of cattle sold by plaintiff to the de
fendants with warranty
which
has
been broken. and claiming to recoup
the damages, and the evidence
was of
a

Am. ed., 836,

1

on Ev.,

837.

a

35-1 Phil.

4

contract as contains the
the entire act to be done
for such consideration, including the time, manner, and other
circumstances of its performance." If the allegation be of an

§ 355
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absolute contract, and the proof be of a contract in the alterna
tive, at the option of the defendant; or a promise be stated to
deliver merchantable goods, and the proof be of a promise to
deliver goods of a second quality; or the contract stated be to
pay or perform in a reasonable time, and the proof be to pay
on a day certain, or on the happening of a certain event; or if
the consideration be stated to be one horse, and the proof be

of two horses; in these and the like cases the variance will be
fatal.‘ And in an action of tort, where a contract is necessary
to be stated in order to maintain the action as alleged, the
contract must be correctly stated, and proved as stated? When
deeds, records, and other writings are declared upon, every
part stated in the pleadings as dcsci'iptive of the instrument,
must be exactly proved or it will be a variance, and this
whether the parts set out at length were necessary to be stated
the sale of the cattle to one of the de
and that the other
fendants alone,
signed the note as surety:
Held, that
the
was immaterial:
variance
Mc
Hardy v. Wadsworth, 8 Mlch., 349.
The allegation and proofs as to the
names of the promlsees must also cor
respond: thus, an allegation that the
acknowledged
defendants
themselves
indebted unto the “board of super
visors of the county of St. Joseph," is
not sustained by a bond to “the su
pervisors of the county of St._.‘Ioseph :"
the declaration not alleging ‘that the
bond
was made to the plaintiﬁs by
the
name
mentioned in the bond:
Board of Supervisors of St. Joseph
v. Coﬂlnbury, 1 Mlch., 855.
The consideration for the promise
must also be set out accurately.
If
there be a material variance between
the consideration averred
and
that
proved, it will be fatal:
1 Chit. Pl..
Thus, where
10 Am. ed., 298. 299.
the consideration for a promise was
stated as consisting of two parts, each
of which was material and pertinent,
but only one of which was proved:
Held, that the variance was fatal to
plaintiff's
recovery,
notwithstanding
either would have been suilicient by
itself to sustain the promise if it alone
had been alleged as the consideration:
Tillman v. Fuller. 13 Mich.. 113.
If
there is any error in the description
of the consideration, the whole contract

352

Thus, in an action
misdescrlbed.
a warranty,
the declaration stated
the consideration to be a yoke of oxen
of the value of $80 and a note for
$20, but the proof was that the note
was for $10 only, the variance was
held to be fatal; that the particular
statement of the amount of the note
was matter of description. going to
Harrington
the identity Of the note:
v. Worden, 1 Mlch., 488, 489.
In this
case it was held, however, that had the
consideration been set forth with less
particularity. or under a vldellcet (to
wit), as, that the sale or warranty was
for a valuable consideration, to-wit.
for one yoke of oxen and a note for
$20, it would not have been necessary
to prove the precise amount of the
note:
Ihid.
The oﬂlce of a videltcet
is to mark that the party does not
undertake to prove the precise circum
stance allcged, or, precisely as alleged;
and in such case he is not ordinarily
held to the precise proof: whereas, if
the allegation were made without- the
vldellect, he might be held to the pre
cise proof of it: See, 1 Chitty on Pl.,
10 Am. ed., 317, 318: 1 Greenl. Ev.,
§ 60; Lothrop v. Southworth, 5 Mlch.,
is

on

446.

1—Gr.

Ev.,

5 68.

2—Phil, on Ev.. 849; Weal v. King,
East, 452: Perry v. Aaron. 1
12
.Tohns.. 129;
l-L, 160.

Silver

v.

Kendrick.

2 N.

I
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or

not.“ Where, however, a pleading does not undertake to set
out a writing by its tenor, or in the words of the instrument,
but by its substance only, a variance between the allegations
and the writings will not be material, provided they sub
stantially correspond. Therefore a party should set out barely
so much of a record, writing or contract, as will make out his

action or defense according to its legal effect, and not verbatim,
as in the papers themselves, for fear of a misdescription;
as it
is always suﬁicient to state the contract or writing according to
its sense or legal eﬂ’ect without adopting its very words. But
the substance should be truly stated, and proved as alleged, or
the party will fail for the varianceﬁ
§ 356.

in

When variance may be disregarded.-But, to obviate
arising from a variance between plead

a measure objections

ings and proofs, the statute provides, in those cases where the
variance is not such as to surprise or mislead a party at the

trial, that:

“Every variance between process, pleadings, or any instru
ment in writing, recited or referred to in any other process,
pleading or record, and every mistake in the name of any
oﬂicer or other person, or in stating any day, month or year,
or in the description of any property, in any pleading or
record, shall be disregarded upon the trial oi such cause, and
after a verdict therein, unless such variance or mistake be
calculated to surprise or mislead the adverse party, and to
prevent his making due preparation for a full answer on the
merits, to. the matter concerning
take shall have been made.”-'>
3-—-4 stark. Ev., 1587: Seeiy v. Man
devllle, 7 Cranch. 208, 217: Ferguson
lbld., 408, 413.
An in
v. llarwood,
strument used upon the trial. is either
set forth in the pleadings by its tenor,
that is. in the words and language of
the writing itself, or, it is described
according to its substance and legal
effect. or, it is simply brought forward
in evidence to sustain allegations which
do not expressly refer to it in any
manner. If the instrument ls set forth
by its tenor. that is, verbatim, the al
legations and instrument when proved
But where
must correspond strictly.
23

_-_

which such variance

or mis

a pleading does not purport to set out
an instrument in its precle words, but
merely by its substance and legal ef
fect. the rule is more liberal, and there
will be no variance if the instrument
proved and the one alleged correspond
in all essential particulars:
1 Cow.,
Hill and Edwards’ notes to Phil. on
Ev., note 247.
4-2 Cow. Treat, 2d ed., 918.
See, Slater v.
5—C. L., 5 10187.
Breese,
36 Mich., 77.
Where the ob
jection of variance is ﬁrst raised when
both sides have closed and the whole
transaction
has been gone over on.
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a mistake in the date

o F1

V1

of the instrument

de

clared on may be disregarded,“ and so a variance where rent
was alleged payable at the end of the year, and the evidence
was that it was payable half yearly."
And in all cases, where the justice is satisﬁed that the vari
ance was not calculated to mislead or surprise the party to his
prejudice, he should disregard it.”
The statute would include all writings of every kind, “re
cited or referred to,” in the pleadings, and which are necessary
to be proved on the trial. By the term “property,” it was
probably

to cover by it misdescriptions of personal
Although the
as in trover and trespass of goods.”

intended

property,
statute only extends to mistakes in setting out process, plead
ings, and instruments in ~wr1'tz'»ng, the same rule is applied in
relation to contracts by par0l.1°
In all cases where the justice decides to disregard the vari
ance, it would be advisable, probably necessary, to amend the
pleadings so that they should correspond with the proof.‘ 1'
Objections for variance must be made when the evidence is
offered, or they will be held to be waived where the evidence is
received and submitted to the jury without the objection being

taken."

is

is

is,

§357. The burden of pr00f.—A third rule for the introduc
that the point in issue
tion of testimony
to be proved by
And upon him
the party who asserts the aﬁirmative.
said

a

a

.

354

9——1 Cow., Hill and Edwards‘
to Phil. on Ev., 872.

10—E‘ast Boston Timber
lons,
Hill, 126.

Co.

notes
v.

Per

11—Rorabneker
v. Lee, 16 Mich..
175: see. McCormick v. Bay City. 23
Mlch., 457.
Wadsworth,
12-1/lei’-Iardy
v.
Mlch., 350; llorabacker
16
v.
Lee.
Mlch., 175-6; Clement v. Comstock.
Mlch., 359.

8

v. Per

8—Where
declaration alleged that
by P . . . . .., as
a bond was executed
principal. and others, as suretles, and
bond executed by
the proof showed
Held, that as un
.. . . .
alone:
one
der the circumstances of the ease the
B

upon

2

Co.

2

Timber

for ascertaining

defendant could not have been sur
prised or misled by the variance. it
should he disregarded:
Rorahaeker v.
Lee. 16 Mlch., 189; see, also, Lothrop
Mlch., 446; Mcilardy
v. Southworth,
Mlch., 349.
v. Wadsworth,

103.

7-East Boston
llill, 126.
sons,

test

8 5

8

lmtb sides so that no injury could arise
the objection will not be sustained:
Stone v. Covel],
29 Mlch., 359: Mc
Mlch., 349.
llardy v. Wadsworth,
See, further. upon the subject of vari
ance: Angeli v. Loomis, 97 Mlch., 5;
55 N. W., 1008: Hubbard v. Long, 105
Mlch., 442; 63 N. W., 644.
6—Morris v. Wadsworth, 17 Wend.,

A

2

of proof.

to rest the burden
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which side the affirmative lies, is to consider which party would
be entitled to a verdict if no evidence were given; for it is
considered suﬁicient merely to deny an affirmative allegation
until it is established by evidence." As a consequence of the
rule, the party who has the aﬁirmative holds the right to begin
the evidence and to reply; and, having begun, he will, in gen
eral, be required to introduce all his evidence to establish his
side of the case, and will not be permitted to use a part and
reserve the remainder until his reply. But he will not usually
in the opening to introduce evidence to rebut any
anticipated defense; that may be reserved until the defendant
has closed his proofs.“
There are some exceptions, however, to the rule that the bur
den of proof is upon the party holding the afﬁrmative; or, in
be required

other words, it is sometimes necessary to prove a. negative alle
gation to enable a party to maintain his cause; as, where a con
stable is sued for not taking goods on execution; or, for not
arresting a man on a warrant; or, any oﬂicer for not doing his
duty, whereby the party is injured; or, where the declaration
alleged that the defendant did not attend a trial as a witness in
obedience to a subpoena. So, where a party was charged with
having shipped combustible articles on board plaintiﬂ:"s ship,
without giving notice of their nature, whereby the ship was
burned; in these and the like cases, a party alleging the nega
tive is obliged to prove it."

But if the subject matter of the negative allegation is
peculiarly within the knowledge of the other party, it will be
taken as true, unless disproved by that party; as, where a
13-1

Ii.

& Edwards‘
notes to
810.
14—1 Greenlf. Ev.. § 74. The bur
den of proof in n will contest upon

C..

Phil. on Ev.,

the issue of mental capacity is upon
the proponents throughout the trial:
Prentls v. Bates. 93 Mich., 234; 53
N. W.. 153.
The burden of proof on
an issue of fraud is on the person al
leging it: Hyde v. Shank, 93 Mich.,
Where a con
535: 53 N. W., 787.
veyance is shown to be fraudulent, the
grantee to
burden
is upon a second
show that he purchased in good faith
and for
a
valuable
consideration:
Schaible v. Ardncr, 98 liiich., 70; 56

355

I

_QP’*'

N. W., 1105: Berry v. Whitney, 40
Mich., 65; Letson v. Reed, 45 Mich.,
27; 7 N. 'W., 231; Stevens v. McLach
lln, 120 Mich., 285: 79 N. W., 627;
Whelpley v. Stoughton, 119 Mich., 314:
78 N. W., 137.
Defense of payment to
prior indorsee in an action by a sub
sequent
indorsee, the note being pro
duced with proof of protest. is inad
missihie unless accompanied by proof
that plaintiff is not a bona ﬁde holder,
and upon this issue the defendant has
the burden:
Little v. Mills, 98 Mich.,
423$ 57 N. W., 266.
15—2 Cow. 'l'.‘reat., 2d ed., 917.
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party is charged with selling liquors, or exercising a trade or
occupation, or the like, which the statutes do not permit, except
Here the party licensed can show
by those licensed therefor.
it in his defense without inconvenience; whereas, if proof of
the negative were required, the inconvenience might be great!“
The best evidence rule.-A fourth rule of evidence is,
§ 358.
that only the best evidence which the nature of the case will
admit of, is admissible." Evidence of this character is termed
primary evidence, and is that kind of proof which aifords the
greatest certainty of the fact in question, and bears upon its
face no indication that evidence of a higher quality remains
behind.
All evidence falling short of this in its degree, is

is,

termed secondary, and cannot be substituted for evidence of
a higher nature which the case admits of."
The reason of the rule
that an attempt to substitute the
inferior for the higher evidence raises the presumption that the

a

a

is

a

higher would give a different and unfavorable aspect to the
case of the party introducing the lesser; that the higher evi
dence would make against the party neglecting to produce it."
The ground of the rule
suspicion of fraud where
party
higher
seeks to introduce inferior evidence when that of

hearsay evidence

is

is

it

a

a

a

is

atta-inable.2°
character
Therefore, as
general rule, the contents of
written instru
ment can only be proved by the production of the instrument
itself, parol evidence of such contents being of
secondary or
in accordance with this rule that
inferior nature. And

excluded."
20—U.

&

5

5

1

16—Smith v. Village of Adrian,
Mich., 495. 409.
Mich., 360.
17—Peopie v. Lambert,
18——1 Greenlf. Ev.,
84.
The term
"best evldence." is conﬁned to cases
where the law has divided testimony
into primary
and secondary classes.
And there are no degrees of evidence
except where some document or other
exists,
of
instrument
the contents
which should be proved by an original
rather than by other testimony which
is liable to the danger of inaccuracy:
Elliott v. Van Buren, 33 Mich., 53.
Edwards‘
19-1 Phil. Ev.. C. H.
notes, _568: Platt v. Stewart, 10 Mich.,
265.

S. v. Wood, 14 Peters. 431.

21-This

rule docs not prevent the
evidence in arriving nt the
intention of parties where they have
equivocal
used
words:
Borden v.
Fletcher's Estate, 131 Mich., 220: 91
N. W., 145.
Where there is a hill of
lading it is not permissible to show
by parol where the goods were billed
from: People v. O'Neill. 107 Mich.,
An error in the
556: 65 N. W., 540.
introduction of econdary evidence is
cured by the subsequent introduction
of the primary evidence:
Emlaw v.
Traveler's
In. Co., 108 Mich., 554:
See, also. Meade v.
66 N. Wt, 489.
Bowies, 123 Mich., 698; 82 N. W., 658.
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This rule is satisﬁed, however, by the production of the best
Therefore, if an original paper is-shown
attainable evidence.”
of
hands
the
adverse party, who refuses to produce
be
in
the
to
it after receiving a proper notice for that purpose; or, if a
party shows that the original has been lost or destroyed with
out fault on his part, then the contents may be proved by a
copy, or, if there is no copy, by oral testimony, because in such
case the copy, or oral testimony, then becomes the best evi
dence that can be adduced.“
Exceptions to the rule requiring the best evidence are per
So,
mitted in some cases; as in the instances above. stated.
also, the records of the proceedings in courts, and all records,
papers and entries of a public nature, required by law to be
kept,_ may be proved by examined copies.“ So, public oﬂicers
may be shown to'be such by evidence of their acting in that
character, without producing written evidence of an election or
appointment.” So, also, inscriptions on walls or monuments
and surveyors’ marks on boundary trees, etc., may be proved
by secondary evidence, because of the inconvenience of pro
ducing them in court."
§359. The parol evidence rule.-A ﬁfth rule of evidence is
that where parties have deliberately put their engagements
into writing, in such terms as import a legal obligation, with
out any uncertainty as to the object or extent of such engage
ment, it is conclusively

presumed that their engagement,

2'.’.—'I‘his would not be true in the
sense that the best attainable evidence
will always be received. as if it be
by the opposing
hearsay or evidence
survivor of a deceased person.

23—1 Phil. Ev., 4 Am. ed., 569;
New York Car Oii Co. v. Richmond, 6
Still, the law does not
Bosw.. 213.
permit the tenor of the instrument in
such cases to be made out by anything
of all
less than satistactory_ evidence
Mouiton v. Mason,
that is essential:
Mlch.,
But
there
are
21
364.
secondary
grades
evidence.
no
of
Hence, in case of the loss of a private
writing or paper. and no counterpart
is legally presumed or required to exist,
its contents may be proved as well by
oral testimony as by a copy: Esiow v.
Mitchell, 26 Mich., 500.

If

and

secondary evidence
is received
better is attainable, and no ob
jection is made before the proofs are
closed, no advantage can be taken of it
afterwards:
Burke v. Wiiber, 42 Mich..
327: 3 N. W., 861.
But the general rule is, that a party
is only required to produce the best
evidence
in his power.
it a
Hence.
party cannot obtain record evidence,
may resort to such other evidence
_he
as may be within his reach:
Scott v.
Methodist Episcopal Church of Jack
son, 50 Mic.-h., 534; 15 N. W., 891.
24—C. L., | 10169.
People v. Lam
bert. 5 Mich., 260.
25—Scott
v. Detroit Y. M. S., 1
Doug, liIich., 110, 152.
26—1 Greenleat Ev., § 94.
when
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the extent and manner of their undertaking, were reduced to
writing; and no evidence
of other cotemporaneous facts
is permitted tending to vary or contradict
its terms, or
to substitute a new ‘or diiferent contract for it?"
Nor
such evidence be used to add to the terms of
the instrument.‘
The rule excludes from the consideration of
the court and jury every question except “what is the meaning
of the words which the parties used.” Not broadly what was
can

their intention.

by the words used
must be taken to have been the intention? Or, as otherwise
expressed, the rule is that “parol contemporaneous evidence
The meaning

indicated

is inadmissible to contradict or vary the terms of a valid
written instrument.”3
Thus, where a written contract to do
27—Adair
v. Adair.
5 Mich., 205,
210; McF}wan v. Ortman, 34 Mich.,
325; Spencer v. Bowen, 41 Mich., 149;
1 N. W.. 959; Baker v. Morehouse, 48
Mich., 334; 12 N. W., 170: Seckier V.
Fox, 51 Mich., 92; 16 N. VV,, 246;
Carney v. Hotchklss, 48 Mich., 276;
12 N. W., 182; Skeeis v. Starrett. 57
Mich., 350; 24 N. W., 98; Norris v.
Clark, 33 Minn., 476; 24 N. W., 128.
An unambiguous contract cannot be
varied in its legal eiilect by the under
standing of the parties at or before
its execution: and when the only ques
tion is as to its legal meaning, its con
struction cannot be aided by oral evi
dence of conversation between the par
ties: Johnson v. Crnnage, 45 Mich., 14;
7 N. W., 188.
Thus, where a promissory note ex
pressed upon its face a speciﬁc consid
eration as the consideration for which
it was given, it was held, that the con
sideration named wasa part of the con
tract itself, and could not be so varied
as to show that a
by parol evidence
in fact
was
different consideration
Sutherland, 39
given:
Johnson
v.
Mich., 579.
Nor will it make any difference that
the party never read the contract,
where it does not appear that he was
or misled as to its contents,
deceived
or that he objected to its terms:
Mc
Ewan v. Ortman, 34 Mich., 325.
v.
‘i%€utherland
Crane. Walker's
R.,
Fh.
523.
Parol evidence may
sometimes be used in chancery to show
fraud or mistake in drawing up the
instrument:
Chambers v. Llvermore.

15 Mich., 381.
And where there are
circumstances and appearances render
ing an alteration in a written instru
ment suspicious, the party relying on
the document as altered is bound to
explain it before he can recover: Shel
don v. llawes, 15 Mich., 519.
The writing of a word over an
erasure may or may not be suspicious.
The presumption commonly is, where
nothing suspicious on the face of the
deed beyond
the tact that an erasure
is manifest, that the alteration was
made before the deed was executed:
Munroe v. Eastman, 31 Mich., 283;
Sirrine v. Briggs, 31 Mich., 443.
The
mere fact that an alteration or inter
llneation has been made in the record
oi’ the deed or other public record must,
in the absence of evidence showing the
contrary, be presumed to have been
done in a proper and legitimate man
ner: Hommel v. Devinney, 39 Mich.,
522,

525.

2-1

,

Eq. Juris.,
1
658:
Greeni. Ev., § 305; Ed. 16.
3-1 Greenl. Ev., 5 275: Fuller v.
Parrish, 3 Mich., 211, 214.
“The le
gal effect of,a written instrument, per
tect in itself, and unambiguous in its
terms, cannot be changed by parol evi
dencez" Jones v. Phelps, 5 Mich., 222.
that at the time of ex
So, evidence,
ecuting a promissory note, the parties
made a contemporaneous verbal agree
ment,
the
eﬂect of
which was to
change the note from an absolute and
speciﬁc undertaking. according to its
terms and legal import. to a defensible
or conditional engagement is inadmissi
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a piece of work omitted to state any time of performance, parol
evidence of an agreement contemporaneous with the making
of the writing, that the work should be completed within a.
speciﬁed time, was rejected as varying the terms of the writ
Neither can prior verbal agreements, which result in a
ing.‘
written contract, be proved for the purpose of varying or modi

fying such contract, the presumption
ble: llyde v. Tenwinkel, 26 Mich., 93,
So, an indorser will not be allowed
95.
to how an oral agreement
made at the
time oi indorslng, to change its legal
import and change it into an under
taking subject to outside conditions:
Ortmon v. Canadian Bank, 39 Mich.,
And in the absence of fraud, evi
518.
not in writ
dence of a parol agreement
ing. alleged to have been made at the
time of the delivery of a deed, by
which upon certain conditions the deed
should be redelivered to the grantor
and be of no eifect. is inadmissible:
Beers v. Beers, 22 Mich., 42; Cline V.
Mich.,
31
237.
Cannot
Hubbard,
change terms of payment of notes by
paroi: liutchinson v. Hutchinson, 102
Mich., 6352 61 N. W., 60; Citizens Sav.
Bk. v. Vaughan, 115 Mich., 156: 73 N.
W., 143.
It there is a real ambiguity
in the words used, parol evidence of
the surrounding circumstances is coni
petent to develop
the real meaning,
meaning of onc
but not a secret
Dunham v. Packing 8:
of the parties:
P. Co., 100 Mich., 75: 58 N. W., 627.
Conveyance
property as
described
“part of Block B. :" it is incompetent
to show that it was not a part of
Thompson v. Smith, 96
the block:
Mich., 258: 55 N. W., 886.
It cannot
be shown by parol that it was agreed
that an advertisement contracted for
in writing, might be discontinued it not
satisfactory:
Cohen v. Jackoboice, 101
Mich., 409; 59 N. W., 665.
It is not
permissible to show by parol that it
was agreed that the permission to sub
let in a written lease was qualiﬁed by
agreement
that there should not he a.
sublease
for a saloon:
Harrison v.
Howe, 109 Mich., 476; 67 N. W., 527.
Cannot inject a warranty into written
McCray Rep. & C. S.
contract of sale:
Co. v. Woods & Zent, 99 Mich., 269:
58 N. W., 320.
Where part only of
the contract has been put in writing,

being that the parties

portion which is oral may be
shown by parol but not ii’ contradic
tory of the writing: Biackwood
v.
Brown, 34 Mich., 4; Hutchinson Mfg.
Mich.,
12;
Co.
v.
Pinch.,
107
W.,
729;
64
N.
W.,
66
N.
340.
Where there is no ambiguity
in a will it is not permissible to show
by the scrivener, conversations
with
testator at the time it was made as
bearing upon its construction:
De
frees v. Lake, 109 Mich., 415: 67 N.
W., 505.
So, as to sale
contract:
Hailett v. Gordon, 122 Mich., 501; 81
N. W., 556.
For illustrative
cases
of admission of paroi evidence though
there was a writing, see. Cutler v.
Steele, 93 Mich., 204; 53 N. W., 521:
Liggett Spring 8: A. Co. v. Michigan B.
Co., 106 Mich., 445: 64 N. W., 466;
Rawlings v. Fisher, 110 Mich., 19; 67
N. W., 977: Buhl v. Mechanics‘ Bank,
123 Mich., 591; 82 N. W., 282; Ada
Dairy Assn. v. Mears, 123 Mich., 470:
82 N. W., 258; Borden v. Fletcher's
Estate, 131 Mich., 220; 91 N. W.. 145.
This rule excluding paroi evidence
when the eitect of it is to vary the
writing, does not apply to subsequent
agreements
it law does not require
writing;
contract
in
Seamon
v.
O'Hara. 29 Mich., 66.
4—Stange v, Wilson, 17 Mich., 342:
Kelsey v. Chamberlain, 47 Mich., 241;
10 N. W.,
355.
Where a written
agreement
to furnish merchandise does
not state when it is to be furnished,
evidence
ot a contemporaneous oral
ﬁxing the time, is inadmis
agreement
sible: Coon v. Spalding, 47 Mich., 162;
10 N. W.. 183.
And where a contract
ﬁxes,
expressly, the time oi’ per
formance, it binds the parties, and no
inquiry can be made as to what would
have been a reasonable time for such
Manson,
performance:
Abeii
v.
18
Mich., 306.
It is not competent
to
show that notes were delivered on an
the
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in the writing all that they were ﬁnally willing to
all previous agreements and understandings

agree to, and that

were merged in that contract.-"

But a simple bill of sale, which is designed merely to show a
transfer of title, does not embody the essential terms of the
contract of sale so as to exclude parol evidence of what the
contract was.“ And it may be shown by parol evidence that
the property mentioned in a receipted bill of parcels was not
to be delivered until paid for in the manner verbally agreed
on at the time of sale.’ And that a bill of sale, absolute on its
Also, that a deed of lands,
face, was given as a mortgages
absolute in form,‘ was given and intended between the parties
as a mortgage?
And that a negotiable promissory note was
given for growing crops, with a verbal agreement‘ that if the
land, on measurement, fell short of a certain quantity, a cor
And
responding deduction should be made from the note."
have
intended
to
their
put
where
the
not
generally,
parties
entire contract in writing, and have not done so, that portion
not put in writing may be shown by parol.“
agreement that if the maker of another
note, assigned in consideration of the
giving of the ﬁrst named ones, should
become bankrupt, the ﬁrst named notes
were to become void:
(‘entral Sav.
Bank V. O'Connor, 132 Mk-11., -—, 94
N. W., 11.
Micii.,
5—Savacool v. Farwell,
27
Thus, where there was a written
308.
contract for the sale of land, evidence
of n contemporaneous verbal agreement
for the reservation of the crops grow
ing on it, but not mentioned in the
writing. is inadmissible:
Vanderkar v.
Thompson, 19 Mich., 82.
and where
previous to the conveyance
of land,
for a part of the price of which a
mortgage was given, it was verbally
agreed that the purchaser should have
the land surveyed, and ii’ it fell short
of the amount agreed to be sold, that
a corresponding deduction
from
the
price should be indorsed on the mort
gage; and the land tailing short. held,
that evidence oi! the verbal agreement
was inadmissible. as it would contra
dict and vary the terms of the mort
gage:
Martin v. Hamlin,
18 Mich.,

6-Picard

11

Mieh.,

8—Fuller v. Parrish, 3 Mich., 211.
And that an assignment of a payment
in a mortgage. absolute in form, was
made as a security for money borrowed.
and not as an unqualiﬁed transfer:
Hyler v. Nolan. 45 Mich., 357: 7 N. W..
v. Loranger,
Harr.
910: Wadsworth
Ch. R., 113.
9——Emerson v. Atwater. 7 Mich., 12:
see, Bowker v. Johnson, 17 Mlch., 42.

10—Bennett v. Bidler, 16 Mich., 150.
And for principles somewhat analogous
to those in the foregoing cases. see,
Bishop v. Felch, 7 Ibid., 371: Harvey
v. Cady, 8 lbldf, 432; Batty v. Snooll.
5 Ibid., 231; Bowker v. Johnson,
17
Ibid., 42.
11—Locke
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McCormick,

7—Rowe v. Wright, 12 Mlch., 289.
And a receipt or written acknowledg
ment of payment is not conclusive; it
may be explained or set aside by paroi
evidence: MeAlllster v. Engle, 52 Mlch..
56; 17 N. W., 69-i: Vyne v. Glenn, 41
Mich., 112; 1 N, W., 997.

98 N. \V., 400

354.

v.

68.

v.

Wilson. — Mich.,
(Feb., 1904).
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But parol evidence of general custom in regard to the per
of any particular kind of work or labor, or of any
rule or usage adopted by a particular class of persons, cannot
be given to vary the terms of a special written contract for
such services, when the terms of such contract are explicit and
clear," although such proof of custom may be resorted to for
the purpose of ascertaining the meaning with which a term
And so
of doubtful signiﬁcation was used in a contract."
where it cannot be ascertained from a deed which of two per
sons was intended as the grantee, parol evidence is admis
formance

sible.‘

4

v. Cady, 3 Mich., 431-2;
v. Clark. 13 Mlch., 10;
Greenstein v. Borchard, 50 Mic-h., 434;
15 N. W., 540.
Peters, 4 Mich.,
13-Bancroft
v.
619.
Evidence of the sense in which
equivocal words in a written contract
were used for the purpose of explaining

12—Harvey

see, also,

Ervin

the contract is admissible only when
words have been
which
employed
are ambiguous or equivocal in mean
ing: North Amer. Fire Ins. Co. v.
Throop, 22 Mlch., 146.
14—Stockton v. Williams, Walk. (‘h.,
120; and Stockton v. Williams, 1 Doug.,
546; Campau v. Dewey. 9 Mlch., 381.
Parol evidence may sometimes be given
to identify the land intended to be
conveyed: see, Johnson v. Scott, 11
Mich., 232; Ives v. Kimball, 1 Mich.,

A latent ambiguity in a deed
308.
or writing may be removed by paroi
Sheridan,
evidence: Vaughan v.
50
Mich., 155; 15 N. W., 62.
But puroi
evidence
of marked trees and monu
ments not mentioned in the survey of
a road is inadmissible to establish a
line of road variant from that called
for by the courses and distances in
such survey: Moore v. People, 2 Doug.
Mich., 420; and see, to the same
effect, Brut-kner's Lessee v. Lawrence, 1
Doug. Mlch., 19.
Where there is a
want of certainty in an instrument,
parol evidence of the circumstances at
tending the making of it has been ad
mitted, not to contradict the written
instrument, but to aid the court in
giving a true construction:
Facey v.
Otis, 11 Mich., 213.
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